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Abstract. We present a new methodology that permits to reuse an existing hardware component that has not been developed within the B
framework while maintaining a correct design ﬂow. It consists of writing
a speciﬁcation of the component in B and proving that the VHDL description of the component implements the speciﬁcation using the ACL2
system. This paper focuses on the translation of the B speciﬁcation into
ACL2.

1

Introduction

Electronic systems are becoming more and more complex and they are now
involved in a lot of products. Malfunction of an electronic circuit may have
ﬁnancial consequences or take a heavy toll in human life. Some standards, as IEC
61508 [12] or RTCA Do-254/EUROCAE ED-80 [17, 6], have been developed to
address this. Our approach using the B method may be used in the parts relating
to speciﬁcations and validations.
Formal methods are needed to ensure correctness of systems. Formal veriﬁcation of circuits is often based on model-checking that is limited by the number
of states of the system. Symbolic methods such as symbolic trajectory evaluation [10] may improve the eﬃciency of model-checking. Theorem proving is not
limited by the size of the state space that may be sometimes unknown (or parameterised). Examples of successful applications of theorem provers for hardware
veriﬁcation include: ACL2 [21, 18], HOL [7] or PVS [20].
The PUSSEE project [16, 15] has deﬁned a methodology to develop electronic
systems by reﬁnement from a very abstract model to its implementation at the
register transfer level and translation to hardware description languages (HDL).

Event-B [1, 2] is used as formal framework and BHDL 1 is an implementation
level for electronic circuits deﬁned for B (as B0 is an implementation level for
software). An example development of a circuit in B can be found in [9]. One
1
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Fig. 1. Using ALC2 for IP reuse in B

issue of this development process is that it does not allow IP2 reuse. To ensure
correctness, components must be fully developed inside the B method and correctly translated into a HDL formalism. Reuse of existing components requires
the opposite direction to be integrated into a formal B development. It is possible to translate the HDL description of the component in B, and perform proofs
on the B model [4], but this is not the usual direction in B.
In this paper, we suggest using an intermediate approach (see ﬁgure 1) by
specifying the circuit in B (actually in the sub-language BHDL) at a level of
abstraction where the interface of the circuit corresponds to the interface of
the IP. Then, this model is translated into ACL2. At the same time, the VHDL
description of the IP is also translated into ACL2 [22] and we use ACL2 to prove
the equivalence between both models.
This paper describes the translation from B to ACL2. The main step is to
ﬂatten the B model. It consists in building a B model where the evolution of
each variable is speciﬁed using only references to inputs and registers of the
circuit, without using any intermediate variable. This allows the construction of
a compact model similar to the ACL2 model for a VHDL design. The advantage
of doing this transformation in B and not in ACL2 is that we have proved that
the ﬂattening process is a B reﬁnement (actually the ﬂat model is equivalent to
the original B model).
In the remainder of this paper, we ﬁrst give a short introduction to circuits and to the three formalisms (VHDL, ACL2 and BHDL) of interest. The
translation itself is presented in the next section by deﬁning the notion of ﬂat
substitution, and ﬂattening rules are explained. A sketch of the correctness of
the transformation is given. We ﬁnish by summing up results obtained with case
studies before the conclusion. Throughout the paper, we use the example of a
simple counter to illustrate the theory.

2

Introduction to Synchronous Circuits

An electronic circuit is an assembly of elementary electronic components connected by wires. Wires carry electronic signals that can generally be in two
2
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Fig. 2. The Clock signal and a schematic view of a synchonous circuit

states: low-level or high-level. In this case, a signal can be modelled by Boolean
values. When a signal may have more than two states, we use other logics. Electronic signals propagate in one direction on a wire; regarding the circuit as a
black box, some signals enter the circuit, they are the inputs and some signals
go out, they are the outputs of the circuit. Inputs and outputs taking boolean
values, the circuit is modelled by a Boolean function that relates inputs to the
outputs. According to the function that it deﬁnes, a circuit can be combinatorial
(outputs are entirely deﬁned by inputs at the same instant) or sequential (outputs may depends on the history of inputs). Sequential circuits include memory
elements, and are called synchronous or asynchronous according to the kind of
memories being used.
We only address synchronous circuits (or combinatorial circuits if there is
no memory at all). A synchronous circuit is a circuit where memory elements
are ﬂip/ﬂops. There are several kinds of ﬂip/ﬂop, the common principle is that
they are driven by a clock signal. We call registers ﬂip/ﬂops that are sensitive to
the rising edge of the clock: the stored value changes only when the clock signal
changes from low-level to high-level. Between two rising edges of the clock, the
register output does not change, and modiﬁcations on the input of the registers
are not taken into account until a rising edge occurs. The clock signal is cyclic:
the time interval between two rising edges is constant (see ﬁgure 2).
All registers are supposed to be loaded under to the same clock condition and
so they all evolve at the same time, in a synchronous way. Some ﬂip/ﬂops can also
have another input, called asynchronous reset that permits to reset the stored
value independently of the clock signal. This signal is set by the environment
of the circuit. It must be set to high-level to initialise the circuit when the
whole system starts. When initialisation of the system is ﬁnished, it must remain
indeﬁnitely at low-level (unless the system needs to be reinitialised).

3

VHDL

One of the most used Hardware Description Language is VHDL[11]. We focus on
the subset of VHDL that models hardware components at the register transfer
level, this means the level where circuits are described using registers and signals.
A VHDL description consists of a list of concurrent processes. The basic
process is the signal assignment s ⇐ E, s is the name of the signal and E is the
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-- Combinatorial part
-- component interface
entity counter is
port (
clock : in std logic;
reset : in std logic;
rst : in std logic;
alm3 : out std logic);
end;
-- component architecture
architecture tab of counter is
-- type of the register
type tc type is
array (0 to 7) of std logic;
-- declarations of signals
signal gd : std logic;
signal tc 0 : tc type; ...
begin
-- process that models registers
process (clock, reset) begin
if reset = ’1’ then
tc 0 ⇐ “1000 0000”
elsif clock’EVENT and clock=’1’ then
tc 0 ⇐ tc 1;
end if;
end process;

-- the output alm3 is connected to
-- the last cell of the register tc 0
alm3 ⇐ tc 0(7);
-- the ﬁrst bit of tc 6 is ’1’, other bits ’0’
tc 6(0) ⇐ ’1’;
GEN1 : for k in 1 to 7 generate
tc 6(k) ⇐ ’0’;
end generate;
-- gd is ’1’ if the maximum not reached
gd ⇐ not (tc 0(7));
-- tc 10 is tc 0 right-shifted
tc 10(0) ⇐ ’0’;
GEN2 : for k in 1 to 7 generate
tc 10(k) ⇐ tc 0(k - 1);
end generate;
-- tc 8 is tc 10 unless maximum reached
tc 8 ⇐ tc 10 when gd=’1’
else tc 0;
-- the register is
-- reinitialised (tc 6) if rst=’1’
-- right-shifted if maximum not reached
-- unchanged otherwise
tc 1 ⇐ tc 6 when rst=’1’
else tc 8;
end;

Fig. 3. A VHDL description of a counter

expression that is assigned to the signal. The semicolon “;” denotes concurrent
composition: t ⇐ s; s ⇐ E is the concurrent assignment of s to t and of E to
s. Compared to B, “;” has neither the same semantics as in B, nor the same
semantics as  in B. It means that t is connected to s and s is connected to E:
so t is also, indirectly, connected to E. Writting “A;B” or “B;A” is equivalent.
A more complex process is a block of sequential statements. Inside each process, statements are executed sequentially and it is possible to use local variables.
Processes and signal assignments are concurrent. The semantics of concurrency
are usually given using delta-delay (see [8] for example). The principle consists
of applying assignments repeatedly until a ﬁxed point is reached.
Notice that variables must not be confused with signals, they are two diﬀerent
kinds of objects. Signals usually correspond to wires in a circuit whereas variables
are used in processes as a means of programming functionality. When a variable
is assigned, its value changes immediately (as is usually the case in programming
languages). When a signal is assigned, its value is not modiﬁed immediately, only
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the future value of the signal is modiﬁed. For example, we can write s ⇐ ’1’ after
10ns, ’0’ after 30ns that means the value of the signal will be set to  1 (highlevel) after a delay of 10ns, then set to  0 after 30ns (this means 20ns later).
The modiﬁcation of a signal may also depend on an event, for example we can
write s ⇐ ’1’ when t=’0’ else ’0’ that means the signal s will be set to  1 each
time the signal t is equal to  0 and s is set to  0 in other cases.
The combinatorial part of the circuit is given by a list of concurrent signal
assignments and a register is modelled by two signals and a process that is
sensitive to clock and reset signals. One of these signals carries the current value
of the register and the other one carries the next value of the register as speciﬁed
by the combinatorial part.
As example, we give in Fig. 3 the VHDL code for a counter. The entity part is
the interface of the circuit, the process corresponds to registers, and the part on
the right corresponds to the combinatorial part of the circuit. In addition to the
clock and reset signals, it has one input rst and one output alm3. The signal rst
can be used to reinitialise the counter. If rst is  0 , the counter is incremented
by 1 at each cycle. Here the counter is not implemented as an integer and an
adder to increment it. We use a vector of bits (tc) that contains one token. At
each cycle (unless rst is set to ’1’), the token moves to the next cell (GEN2 and
tc 10(0) ⇐ ’0’). When the last cell is reached, it does not move anymore until the
rst signal is set to ’1’. In this case, the token moves to the ﬁrst cell (tc 6(0) ⇐
’1’ and GEN1). Signals tc 0 and tc 1 are respectively the output and the input
of the register. Other signals tc x are intermediate signals.
When the asynchronous reset is set to ’1’, the process speciﬁes that the token
moves to the ﬁrst cell. The output alm3 is an alarm set to  1 when the counter
has ﬁnished to count, that is why alm3 is connected to the last cell of tc 0.

4

ACL2

ACL2 is a theorem prover based on a ﬁrst order logic with equality and induction. We chose this theorem prover for its high degree of automation, and
reusable libraries of function deﬁnitions and theorem proofs [13]. ACL2 is also
a programming language based on Common Lisp. Therefore ACL2 models are
both executable and provable. Before investing human time in a proof, it is thus
possible to check the model on test vectors, a common simulation activity in design veriﬁcation which helps debugging the formal model and gaining designer’s
conﬁdence in it. ACL2 has already been used successfully for digital systems
veriﬁcation [14].
ACL2 Model of VHDL. The VHDL is automatically translated into a functional model using a method based on symbolic simulation developed by the
VDS group, TIMA Laboratory [22]. The model is simulated symbolically for
one clock cycle, actually corresponding to several VHDL simulation cycles, to
extract the transition function for each output and state variable of the design.
The body of a transition function is a conditional expression, an arithmetic or a
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Boolean expression. The functions are translated into Lisp and used to deﬁne the
Moore machine for the initial VHDL description. Standard VHDL operations on
Boolean and bit vectors are replaced with corresponding operations deﬁned and
proved correct in ACL2.
Along with the functions above, information about inputs and state variables
are translated to Lisp and two predicates are created: hyp-input (input), which
states the type for each input element of the design, and hyp-st (st), which states
the type for each state variable of the design.
A state of the Moore machine is the set of all internal memories and all the
outputs of the design. A step is modeled as a function sim-step which takes as
parameters the inputs of the design and the state of the machine at clock cycle k,
and which produces the state of the machine at clock cycle k+1 (k is a natural
number). The body of sim-step is the composition of the transition functions
obtained by symbolic simulation.
Below, the corresponding sim-step function for the VHDL design implementing a counter.
(defun vhdl-sim-step (in st )
...
(list (nextsig tc 0 reset tc 1)
(nextsig tc 1 reset rst tc 1)
(nextsig tc 6)
(nextsig tc 8 reset tc 1)
(nextsig tc 10 reset tc 1)
(nextsig gd reset tc 1)
(nextsig alm3 reset tc 1))))
The nextsig X function describes the behaviour of signal X during a clock
cycle. For instance, here is the body of nextsig alm3
(defun nextsig alm3 (reset tc 1)
(nth 7 (if (equal reset 1) (list 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
tc 1)))
The general state machine is deﬁned as a recursive function system that takes
a sequence of inputs l-input and an initial state st and returns the state obtained
after consuming all inputs. l-input represents the list of symbolic or numeric
values for the design’s input ports at each clock cycle:
(inputs cycle-1 inputs cycle-2 ... inputs cycle-k)
If the inputs list is empty (veriﬁed by the ACL2 function atom), the computation is ﬁnished and the function returns the state st. Otherwise, the next
state is computed, and st is updated, by calling the step function sim-step. As
we mentioned before, the model is also executable.
The funtion vhdl counter below models the state machine function for the
same VHDL design, over a time-sequence of inputs.
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(defun vhdl-counter (l-input st )
(if (atom l-input) st
(vhdl-counter (cdr l-input) (vhdl-sim-step (car l-input) st ) )))

5

BHDL

The language BHDL [15–chapter 7] was deﬁned during the PUSSEE project
[16]. The goal of the project was to develop a methodology to elaborate systems
(including electronic hardware) in B. Based on the same language of substitutions as B, BHDL can be used as a B implementation level for hardware, similar
to B0 for software. During the project translators to SystemC and VHDL were
also implemented using the logic solver of AtelierB.
We have extended the notion of frame introduced by Dunne [5] by deﬁning
for any substitution S a write frame (denoted by WS ) and a read frame (denoted
by RS ). They are respectively the sets of variables that are written and read by
the substitution.
5.1

Development of Circuits in EventB

For developing a circuit in B, one may use reﬁnement and formal veriﬁcation of
a system from a very abstract model to the implementation level. The development process is summed up on ﬁgure 4. Classically, the initial speciﬁcation is
provided in natural language. Since such a speciﬁcation is not formal, it may be
incomplete, inconsistent on some points or ambiguous. A ﬁrst step consists in
developing a B model that corresponds to this speciﬁcation. This formal speciﬁcation is not made in one shot but using the reﬁnement process provided by B.
A ﬁrst abstract model speciﬁes the more general view of the system, then details
are added to the speciﬁcation by reﬁnement. Each element of the speciﬁcation is
introduced at the most abstract level possible, because it is easier to understand
for the designer (there is less details) and proofs are easier to handle.
Particularly, abstraction permits to prove algorithms and protocols (see [3]
for example) of the design before being overﬂowed by the details of a hardware
implementation level.
When cycle accuracy is needed (as late as possible), it is modelled in an
abstract way by synchronising components of the system. Synchronisation models the chain of cycles, concurrency and communications between components.
The system is reﬁned again to obtain an implementable model. Requirements
of the implementation level are: implementable data types, each component is
modelled separately and works only with its own state and input/output ports.
Cycle accuracy is needed at the end of the development, it is the basis of the
semantics of BHDL.
Once an implementable model is reached, the B model is translated in BHDL.
An implementable model is fully deterministic, it uses only select guards. The
substitution while is not used in BHDL, an implicit global loop corresponds to
the succession of cycles. From an eventB model, the BHDL model is obtained by
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recomposing events of each components, implementing the synchronisation and
specifying which variables are input and outputs ports.
Recomposition is based on two rules. The ﬁrst one merges two events into
one when their guards are complementary. The second one creates a sequential
composition of two events when the ﬁrst one establishes the guard of the second
one.
select P ∧ Q then S end
select P ∧ ¬Q then T end
select P then
if Q then S else T end
end

select P then S post Q end
select Q then T end
select P then S; T end

The BHDL model has formal semantics3 and can be translated to other
formalisms. For example it can be translated to a hardware description language
for simulation and synthesis or into a formalism that provides a better support
than B for some veriﬁcation activities, such as for temporal properties.
5.2

The BHDL Language

A BHDL design is an event-B model composed of only one event has no guard.
An intuitive behaviour a BHDL design consists of:
– apply once the substitution of initialisation, when the system starts
– then the substitution of the operation clause is applied repeatedly
Relating this to synchronous circuits, the initialisation clause speciﬁes the
initialisation of registers and the event speciﬁes the combinatorial part of the
circuit. Particularly, outputs of the circuit are speciﬁed by the operation clause
even at the starting of the system: this means that the state between the initialisation and the ﬁrst occurrence of the event is not observable. This corresponds
to the fact that in a circuit, signals propagates inside the combinatorial part also
during initialisation. Both signals clock and reset are not explicit in BHDL. The
sequence of cycles is modelled by the repetitive application of the event.
Two kinds of objects carry values in a circuit: signals and registers. In a BHDL
model, they are both modelled by variables. The distinction signal/register is not
made explicitly, it is computed automatically using frames.
Refinement

Recomposition

Translation
Verification

Natural Language

Event−B Model

BHDL Model

Other Formalisms

Specification

Simulation
Synthesis

Fig. 4. Development Process
3

Formal BHDL semantics are not yet published. They are based on before-after predicates: as a sub-language of B, BHDL inherits its semantics. These semantics has
been used to ensure correctness of translations from BHDL to SystemC and VHDL.
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BHDL uses a subset of B substitutions that is implementable by circuit at
the RTL level. Below is a short grammar of substitutions used in this paper. The
non-deterministic assignment (x :∈ Const) is allowed only in the initialisation
clause and only constant set (Const) is allowed for this substitution. The term
BExp refers to B expression and BoolExp to Boolean expressions.
Subst ← x := BExp | x :∈ Const | Subst  Subst | Subst ; Subst 
if BoolExp then Subst else Subst end 
if BoolExp then Subst end
5.3

Example of BHDL Design

We give the BHDL description of the counter (Fig. 5a). It has the same speciﬁcation as the VHDL but the implementation diﬀers. A register compt stores
the current value of the counter. The output alm is set to true when the counter
reaches 7. In this case, the counter remains at 7 until the rst input is set to true.
In the example of the counter, the register compt is initialised to 0.
(a)
initialisation
compt := 0
rst :∈ BOOLalm :∈ BOOL
operations
alm := bool(compt = 7)
;
if rst = true then
compt := 0
else
if alm = f alse then
compt := compt + 1
end
end

(b)
if reset = true then
compt := 0
end
;
alm := bool(compt = 7)
;
if rst = true then
compt := 0
else
if alm = f alse then
compt := compt + 1
end
end

Fig. 5. (a) BHDL model of a 3-bit counter; (b) merging of initialisation and operation
clauses

6

Translation from BHDL to ACL2

A BHDL design has two important parts, the initialisation clause that speciﬁes how registers are initialised when the reset signal of the circuit is set, and
the operation clause that speciﬁes the combinatorial part of the circuit.
The ACL2 circuit description used in our approach consists of one function per signal that computes the value of the signal at the end of a clock
cycle. A function is also dedicated to simulate a clock cycle by calling all signal
functions.
The translation process from BHDL to ACL2 is the following:
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1. Convert the design into a design where the initialisation clause and the operation clause are merged into one substitution. A design with an initialisation
clause Init and an operation clause Op is transformed into the substitution
below. Moreover, the non-deterministic substitutions of Init are removed.
if reset = true then Init end ; Op
The input signal reset is introduced explicitly: if the signal reset is set
then Init and Op are applied. In the other case, only Op is applied. This
corresponds to the semantics of a BHDL model: the state between Init and
the ﬁrst application of Op is not observable. We give in Fig. 5b the event
that corresponds to the BHDL description of Fig. 5a: the reset signal is made
explicit and the initialisation is directly introduced inside the event.
Notice that a requirement is that the signal reset is set to true when the
system starts and then remains at false.
2. Flatten the resulting substitution
3. Translation of the ﬂat substitution into ACL2.

6.1

Flat Form of a Substitution

The sequential substitution makes intermediate results available for reuse in
some expressions. The ACL2 model is functional and, in our approach, the outputs are functions of inputs and registers, without any intermediate variables.
To generate the ACL2 model, we ﬁrst ﬂatten the BHDL model to remove sequential substitutions. For example, the substitution x := in + z; out := x + 1 is
ﬁrst transformed into x := in + zout := in + z + 1.
In the deﬁnition of a ﬂatten substitution, we only refer here to substitutions
used in BHDL. A substitution is ﬂat when :
– it contains no sequential composition,
– it is a parallel composition of substitutions, each one writing only one variable. Two of these substitutions cannot write the same variable and all variables must be written.
Notice that none of the composed substitutions can contain a parallel composition (because only one variable may be written), nor a sequential composition.
So, according to the BHDL language, it can only be a tree of nested if statements
with simple substitutions of the form v := E as leaves.
We can formalise this by giving the following grammar where BoolExp is the
grammar of predicates, Exp of expressions and var of identiﬁers. The predicate
card(WS ) = 1 is a well-formedness side-condition to ensure that each substitution of the parallel composition only writes one variable. In particular, in the
conditional substitution, S (1) and S (2) must write the same variable. The requirement that two substitutions cannot write the same variable is ensured by
well-formedness of the parallel composition.
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if reset = true then
alm := bool(0 = 7)
else
alm := bool(compt = 7)
end

if reset = true then
if rst = true then
compt := 0
else
if bool(0 = 7) = f alse then
compt := 0 + 1
else
compt := 0
end
end

else
if rst = true then
compt := 0
else
if bool(compt = 7) = f alse then
compt := compt + 1
else
compt := compt
end
end
end

Fig. 6. Flat substitution of the counter

FlatS ← S
card(WS ) = 1
| FlatS  FlatS
S ← if BoolExp then S (1) else S (2) end
| var := Exp.
Example of Flat Substitution. To illustrate how a BHDL model is transformed, we give on ﬁgure 6 the ﬂat form of the counter given in section 5.3.
It consists of two substitutions composed in parallel. The ﬁrst one speciﬁes the
evolution of the variable alm and the second one the variable compt. Each one
depends only on inputs (reset and rst) and registers (compt). In particular, the
expression of compt not longer depends on the variable alm.
6.2

Translation of the Flat Substitution into ACL2

The third step is easy after ﬂattening, it just consists of rewriting the substitution using the ACL2 syntax. The syntax of the substitution respects the
grammar given in previous section. Translation into ACL2 is done in this simple
way by the operator acl2 deﬁned below. This operator applies on ﬂattened substitutions. Substitutions S1 ... Sn , S and T stand for substitutions that do not
contain any parallel composition. They are simple substitutions or (ﬂattened)
conditional substitutions. We use uk to denote the name of the variable written
by the substitution Sk , it is used to give a name to the ACL2 created function
(B uk ).
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acl2(S1 ...Sn ) =
for each substitution Sk , this ACL2 function is created:
(defun B uk acl2(Sk ))
where {uk } = WS , uk is the variable written by Sk
acl2(if C then S else T end) = (if acl2(C) acl2(S) acl2(T ))
acl2(v := E) = ( acl2exp(E) )
where acl2exp is the translation of a B expression into an ACL2 expression.
The translation of the counter given in sections 5.3 and 6.1 producesthe
following ACL2 functions.
(defun B alm (compt reset)
(if (equal reset 1)
(if (equal 0 7) 1 0)
(if (equal compt 7) 1 0))
(defun B compt (compt rst reset)
(if (equal reset 1)
(if (equal rst 1)
0
(if (equal (equal 0 7) nil) (+ 0 1) 0 )
)
(if (equal rst 1)
0
(if (equal (equal compt 7) nil) (+ compt 1) compt )
)))

7

Flattening

Flattening a substitution S builds another substitution that has the same eﬀect
as S but that is ﬂat. The main transformation consists of removing sequential
compositions (S; T ) by propagating eﬀects of the ﬁrst substitution (S) inside the
second one (T ). After the deﬁnitions of ﬂattening rules, we give a sketch of the
proof that the ﬂattening process constructs a substitution that is equivalent to
the original one.
7.1

Flattening Rules

The process is based on three operators. The main operator ﬂat ﬂattens a substitution. It uses operators extract and integrate. The operator extract(v, S) gives a
substitution that has the same eﬀect as S on the variable v but that has exactly
{v} as the write frame. The operator integrate(S, T ) integrates the substitution
S inside the substitution T : if T reads a variable v that is written by S, it reads
v as it is after the application of S.
In this section, we use the notation v∈E S(v) to denote the parallel composition of substitutions S(v) for each variable v in the set of variables E. If
E = {v1 , ..., vk } then v∈E S(v) = S(v1 )...S(vk ).
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Flattening of a Substitution. A simple substitution v := E is already ﬂat
and a parallel composition is ﬂat if both composed substitutions are ﬂat.
f lat(v := E) = v := E
f lat(AB) = f lat(A)f lat(B)
In a conditional substitution, both alternative substitutions may write several variables. A ﬂat conditional substitution writes only one variable. In consequence, the transformation rule creates one conditional substitution for each
written variable and composes them in parallel (v∈WA ∪WB ). In the expression
extract(v, f lat(A))), f lat(A) is ﬂat, it is a parallel composition of substitutions,
each one writing only one variable. The operator extract select the one that
writes the variable v.
f lat(if C then A else B end) =
v∈WA ∪WB if C then extract(v, f lat(A)) else extract(v, f lat(B)) end
f lat(if C then A end) =
v∈WA ∪WB if C then extract(v, f lat(A)) else v := v end
Sequential composition does not exists in the ﬂat form. It must be transformed into an equivalent ﬂat substitution. This is achieved by propagation of
transformations speciﬁed by the ﬁrst substitution inside the second substitution.
The principle for ﬂattening the substitution S; T is the following. For any
variable v written by S and read by T , the value of v used by T is the value of v
after applying S, i.e. v is substituted in T by the expression speciﬁed by S. For
example x := E; x := x + 1 is transformed into x := E + 1.
This transformation is achieved by the operator integrate, which is deﬁned
in the remainder of this section. It returns a ﬂat substitution that has the same
write frame as T . This means that variables that are written by S but not by T
are not written by the result of the integration. So, we add the ﬂat substitution
S/WS −WT that have the same behaviour as f lat(S) on WS − WT and for which
the write frame is exactly WS − WT (see operator extract below).
f lat(S; T ) = S/WS −WT integrate(f lat(S), f lat(T ))
Extraction from a Substitution. The operator extract(v, S) gives a substitution that has the same eﬀect as S on the variable v and for which the write
frame is exactly {v}. The operator extract is deﬁned here only on ﬂat substitutions. This simpliﬁes deﬁnitions because in a ﬂat substitution, each substitution
of the parallel composition writes only one variable. So, extraction simply consists of looking for the substitution that corresponds to the variable we want to
extract.
extract(v, S) = v := v if v ∈ WS
extract(v, S1 ...Sn ) = Sk where WSk = {v}
Integration. The operator integrate(S, T ) propagates the eﬀects of S inside
T : if a variable is modiﬁed by S and used by T , T is transformed and uses the
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new value of this variable as speciﬁed by S. The operator integrate is deﬁned
here only for ﬂat substitutions, this allows some simpliﬁcations in the deﬁnition.
Integrate a simple substitution x := E consists of applying this substitution
on all expressions. For example, propagate the substitution x := 2 inside x :=
x + 1 leads to the substitution x := 2 + 1.
integrate(x := E, y := F ) = y := [x := E]F
integrate(x := E, if P then S else T end) =
if [x := E]P then integrate(x := E, S) else integrate(x := E, T ) end
If we integrate a substitution that writes some variables v inside a substitution
that does not use v at all, the integration has no eﬀect. For example, integrate
x := 2 inside x := y produces the substitution x := y.
integrate(S, T ) = T if WS ∩ RT = ∅
Integrate a substitution S in a substitution that is a parallel composition
consists of integrating S in all composed substitutions. For example, integration
of x := 2 inside x := x + 1||y := x − 2 produces x := 2 + 1y := 2 − 2.
integrate(S, AB) = integrate(S, A)integrate(S, B)
Integration of a parallel substitution AB into a substitution T consists of
integrating A and B. Since some variables modiﬁed by B may be used by A and
vice versa, we cannot ﬁrst integrate A and then B. For example, if B contains
x := E and A contains y := x, integrating AB in z := y+x produces z := x+E.
If we ﬁrst integrate A, we obtain z := x + x that produces z := E + E after
integrating B.
For conﬁdentiality reasons, we do not give the exact rule we used to implement the integration of the parallel substitution. A possibility is to use transformation rules of the B Book [1] page 310 to transform AB into a substitution
in which only simple substitutions are composed in parallel (x := Ey := F ).
The resulting substitution can be integrated using above rules (the case of the
simple substitution can be easily generalised to multiple simple substitutions
x, y := E, F ).
For example, the integration of S ≡ x := y + 1if x = y then y := x +
2 else y := 1 end inside T ≡ x := x + y produces the substitution if x =
y then x := y + 1 + x + 2 else x := y + 1 + 1 end.
Simpliﬁcations. Flattening rules creates a lot of useless nested if statements.
This is because in B, except in the ﬂat form, an if substitution may contain
several simple substitutions (v := E). The operator ﬂat splits them into several
ifs and integrate spreads and nests them. The result is a substitution that grows
exponentially.
To simplify these substitutions, useless branches of an if tree are cut and
if substitutions are simpliﬁed when both branches are equal. Substitution S s
(resp. T s ) is the result of the simpliﬁcation of S (resp. T ).
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simpl(C, N C, if P then S else T end) =
if P ∈ C then simpl(C, N C, S)
else if P ∈ N C then simpl(C, N C, T )
else
let S s = simpl(C ∪ {P }, N C, S) and T s = simpl(C, N C ∪ {P }, T ) in
if S s = T s then S s
else if P then S s else T s end
The parameter C is the set of conditions known to be true and N C the set
of conditions known to be false. They come from the fact that the substitution
under simpliﬁcation takes place in a branch of an if tree. Initially C = N C = ∅.
Implementation. Flattening has been implemented in Prolog. Experiments
have shown the usefulness of simpliﬁcations. Without it, constructed substitutions become larger and larger during the ﬂattening process. To be useful,
simpliﬁcations must be applied regularly during the ﬂattening process, or be
directly integrated inside the ﬂattening rules.
Without any simpliﬁcation, ﬂattening of a design of about 200 lines, needs
more that 100MB of RAM and the process takes several hours to complete. With
simpliﬁcations, ﬂattening of the same design takes about 1 second.
7.2

Flattening is a Reﬁnement

Flattening is an automatic reﬁnement. Actually, the result of the ﬂattening is a
substitution that is equivalent to the original substitution. For any substitution
S, and any predicate Q
[f lat(S)]Q ⇔ [S]Q
For reasons of space, we cannot give the entire proof of this property here.
However we give below a sketch of the proof for the interesting case f lat(S; T ),
based on the operator integrate.
Intuitively, the meaning of integrate(S, T ) is to produce a substitution that
is consistent with S; T but with the same write frame as T. With respect to the
variables written by T , integrate(S, T ) is equivalent to S; T , but for the variables
that are not written by T , integrate(S, T ) is equivalent to skip.
Let S and T be two ﬂat substitutions. Let xt be a variable written neither
by S nor by T (xt is a fresh variable) and wt a variable written by T (possibly
also written by S). We can prove the following property.
[S; T ](xt = wt ) ⇔ [integrate(S, T )](xt = wt )

(1)

The proof cannot be given here, it is based on a double recurrence on both
arguments (on the structure of substitutions) of integrate.
Suppose there exists some variables written by S but not by T , we choose
a variable ws−t . Let xs−t be a variable written neither by S nor by T . The
property below holds.
[S; T ](xs−t = ws−t ) ⇔ [S](xs−t = ws−t )

(2)
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Let Q be a predicate on variables written by S or T , we denote it by
Q(wt , ws−t ) where wt is a variable written by T and ws−t is a variable written by
S but not by T (we make the assumption it exists). The predicate Q(wt , ws−t )
may be rewritten xt = wt ∧ xs−t = ws−t ∧ Q(xt , xs−t ), where xt and xs−t are
two fresh variables. There is an implicit existential quantiﬁer ∃(xt , xs−t ).(...) .
We know that
[S; T ]Q(wt , ws−t ) ⇔ [S; T ](xt = wt ) ∧ [S; T ](xs−t = ws−t ) ∧ [S; T ]Q(xt , xs−t )
(3)
Suppose we have a substitution S  such that its write frame is WS − WT and
that, for any predicate P on the same frame,
[S  ]P ⇔ [S]P

(4)

For any substitution A that has a disjoint frame from S  (WT for example),
we can say that [S  A](xt = wt ) ⇔ [A](xt = wt ) because neither xt nor wt is
written by S  . In particular, the following property holds.
[S  integrate(S, T )](xt = wt ) ⇔ [integrate(S, T )](xt = wt )

(5)

In the same way, because variables xs−t and ws−t are not in the write frame
of the substitution integrate(S, T ), we have to property below.
[S  integrate(S, T )](xs−t = ws−t ) ⇔ [S  ](xs−t = ws−t )

(6)

From (1) and (5), we deduce (7), and from (2), (4) and (6) we deduce (8).
[S; T ](xt = wt ) ⇔ [S  integrate(S, T )](xt = wt )

(7)

[S; T ](xs−t = ws−t ) ⇔ [S  integrate(S, T )](xs−t = ws−t )

(8)


Finally, from (3), (7), (8) and because there is no variable written by S integrate(S, T ) in Q(xt , xs−t ), we deduce the property (9).
⎧ 
⎨[S integrate(S, T )](xt = wt ) ∧
[S; T ]Q(wt , ws−t ) ⇔ [S  integrate(S, T )](xs−t = ws−t ) ∧
(9)
⎩ 
[S integrate(S, T )]Q(xt , xs−t )
From (9), we can recompose Q to obtain the property below.
[S; T ]Q(wt , ws−t ) ⇔ [S  integrate(S, T )]Q(wt , ws−t )

(10)


The predicate Q is on frame of S; T (that is the same frame as S integrate(S, T )). We can generalise to any predicate Q because S; T and S  integrate(S, T ) have no eﬀect on other variables. The reasoning above uses a predicate Q on two variables wt and ws−t , it can be generalised to two sets of variables.
We made the assumption that WS − WT is not empty, the case where all variables written by S are also written by T is a simpler case that leads to the same
result.
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We also made the assumption of the existence of S  that has WS − WT as
write frame and such that [S  ]P ⇔ [S]P for any predicate P on the same frame.
These requirements are met by S/WS −WT used in the deﬁnition of f lat(S; T ). In
consequence, with S  ≡ S/WS −WT and (10), we can conclude that f lat(S; T ) is
equivalent to S; T .
[S; T ]Q ⇔ [f lat(S; T )]Q

8

Case Studies

We present two case studies. The ﬁrst one illustrates the methodology on a non
trivial example. The second one uses the example of the counter to explain how
the veriﬁcation is done in ACL2.
8.1

Controller for a Serial Bus

The ﬁrst case study concerns a controller for a serial bus (standard SAE J1708
[19]): several components linked by a serial bus may send messages to other
components using the bus. Each component has a controller that is responsible
for sending messages bit by bit on the bus and for dealing with contentions
(when two controllers attempt to send a message at the same time).
The B development [23] consisted of ﬁrst modelling the whole system at
a very abstract level to specify important properties. Reﬁnement was used to
derive a model of the protocol (so, proved by reﬁnement) and ﬁnally the system
was reﬁned again to obtain the description of controllers at the register transfer
level. This is the level of BHDL. From BHDL, the circuit was translated to
VHDL, simulated and synthesised.
The goal of this case study is not to validate the VHDL description of the
circuit but to conﬁrm the methodology with a non trivial example that we know
to be correct. It is also a chance to associate three translators developed separately. We started from the BHDL description of the circuit validated in B. This
description was translated twice: into ACL2 (as described in this paper) and in
VHDL (using the translator developed by KeesDA). The VHDL description has
around 400 lines and uses 140 internal signals. Then, this VHDL description was
translated to ACL2 using the translator developed by TIMA.
At this point we have two ACL2 descriptions of the same circuit and we want
to verify that they are equivalent. Equivalence is expected because both ACL2
descriptions come from the same BHDL description. The three translators are
based on three diﬀerent approaches and they have been validated separately.

Refinement
EventB

Translation

ACL2
Verification

BHDL
VHDL

ACL2

Fig. 7. Connection of translators
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The fact that proof of equivalence can be done easily gives conﬁdence in the
implementation of these translators and conﬁrms the methodology consisting of
using ACL2 as an intermediary between B and VHDL.
The ACL2 model of the VHDL design has 148 functions and the ACL2 model
of the BHDL description has 21 functions. For the equivalence proof we deﬁned
65 theorems, and we used an already deﬁned library about bit vectors and operations on bit vectors. The proof process was not diﬃcult, it only took several
hours of human time to complete it (against several weeks for the original B
development). The proof itself is done in 17.23 minutes on a processor Ultra
Sparc 3, 1.28 GHz, with 8GB memory.
Models were modiﬁed by hand to introduce some errors, particularly on types
and arithmetic expressions. This permits one to check that not only purely functional errors are detected but also errors due to incompatible implementation of
data (for example, an integer that may be valued to 8 cannot be implemented
by a 3-bits vector). Errors were detected because some conjectures were shown
to be false by ACL2.
8.2

Counter

We applied the ACL2 veriﬁcation to the example of the counter. After the translation of the BHDL model to ACL2, the corresponding sim-step, system, hypinput and hyp-st functions are deﬁned.
We give below the sim-step and system functions for the BHDL model of the
counter.
(defun b-sim-step (in st)
(let ((reset (nth *b-reset* in)) (rst (nth *b-rst* in)) (compt (nth *b-compt* st)))
(list (B compt compt rst reset)
(B alm compt reset))))
(defun b-counter (input st)
(if (atom input) st (b-counter (cdr input) (b-sim-step (car input) st))))
At this point, there are two ACL2 models : one corresponding to the VHDL
design, and the other one to the BHDL model. Both models are cycle accurate.
To prove the bisimulation relation between the two models, a relation Sim ⊆
STV HDL × STBHDL is ﬁrst deﬁned, where STV HDL is the set of VHDL design
states, and STBHDL is the set of BHDL model states. The proof that Sim is a
simulation relation is done in two steps: (1) starting from arbitrary states, after
a clock cycle, when reset is 1, both models are in similar states, conform to Sim;
(2) starting from similar states, st-b and st-vhdl, where (st-vhdl, st-b) ∈ Sim,
after consuming the same inputs (taking into considerations the necessary type
conversions), the two models are in similar states :
(vhdl-system(inputs, st-vhdl), b-system(inputs, st-b)) ∈ Sim
This is proved by induction on the number of clock cycles, i.e. the length
of the list of inputs. The base case states that sim-step functions preserve the
similarity.
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A second relation Sim−1 ⊆ STBHDL × STV HDL is deﬁned and proved to
be the inverse of Sim. Likewise, Sim−1 is proved to be a simulation relation
between the BHDL model and the VHDL model.
Finally, Sim is proved to be a bisimulation relation between the BHDL model
and the VHDL design.
For the counter, Sim is deﬁned as follows:
(st-vhdl, st-b) ∈ Sim ⇔ ((alm3 = alm) ∧ (get-1-pos(tc 1) = compt))
Where st-vhdl = (tc 0, tc 1, tc 6, tc 8, tc 10, gd, rst, alm3) and st-b = (compt,
alm). The function get-1-pos takes a bit-vector as input and returns the position
of 1 in the vector. For example, get-1-pos((00100)) = 2
Sim−1 is deﬁned as follows:
(st-b, st-vhdl) ∈ Sim−1 ⇔
((alm = alm3) ∧ (tc 1 = construct-table(compt)))
The function construct-table takes a natural n as input and returns a bit
vector of size 8 with bit 1 on the n-th position, all other bits being 0.
The proof uses ACL2 libraries about naturals and lists included in the public
distribution of the theorem prover. It also uses a library about bit-vectors that
was previously developped for hardware veriﬁcation.

9

Conclusion

We have presented a new methodology to reuse existing components that have
not been developed within the B framework.
The principle consists of writing a speciﬁcation of the component in B and
proving that this speciﬁcation corresponds to the component using ACL2. To
achieve this, both BHDL and VHDL descriptions of the component are translated into ACL2. ACL2 is used to prove that both models are equivalent.
Translation of the BHDL into ACL2 needs to ﬂatten the BHDL model. Translation rules have been explained and we have proved that this transformation
leads to a model that is equivalent to the original one.
The methodology has been applied to a non trivial case study to verify its
eﬃciency. It was also a chance to combine three translators that have been
developed separately and with diﬀerent approaches. Experiments have shown
that non equivalence of models is detected by this methodology.
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